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Abstract 
 
Advancement in wireless networking and mobile 
computing technology has brought new needs to 
communicate with not only the particular person but 
general public who are in specified area in real space.  
Geographically dependent contents such as advertisement 
to a specific region and traffic information are suitable for 
this communication.  If these contents is bound to suitable 
time and place, the value of contents become higher for 
both of senders and receivers. 
The goal of our research is to realize a new content 
distribution model where contents will be gathering only 
in to specific area autonomously by not centralized 
management but cooperation of mobile nodes each other.  
The use of this model will bring users a freedom to send 
or leave message about specific location and time, as well 
as giving users a chance to receive all the information 
bound to their location. 
In this paper, we present the design of simple but robust 
model to exchange information between nodes in certain 
location called, "Content Cruising System"(CSS), which 
implemented in original simulator to test the working our 
system. Presented results are through the simulation 
interlocked with assuming movement patterns of people 
in real space wireless communication in several situations. 
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1. Introduction 
 
There are many kinds of information surrounding our 
lives which are geographically dependent.  For example, 
the need for information such as advertisement of local 
stores and traffic information increase as people living or 
visiting nearby.  Such contents will have higher value 
when they are shared among people in that specific area 
and time.  It is generally called “Location based services” 
which distribute geographically dependent contents to 
mobile nodes according to their location. 
 

 
 
These services divided roughly into two patterns of 
approaches.  One is a kind of services which distribute 
different contents widely according to phone's location 
use cell broadcasting of access points or other location 
information acquired by phone’s equipments like GPS as 
a part of services of cell-phone business [3].  However, 
this kind of services needs costly equipment and 
centralized management.  Therefore users’ freedom to 
communicate is limited, (Almost users but sponsor can 
only receive the information now), and there are problems 
such as single point of failure arises when an 
infrastructure suffers damages from calamity.. 
The other approach is used in services which prepare 
network infrastructure with a number of hotspots and 
divide each areas in pieces [2].  The use of this kind of 
services is limited to places with hotspots.  Moreover, it is 
difficult for content sender to appoint target area minutely. 
In order to solve such limitations, we have been 
conducting researches on building a new structure to 
propagate contents depending on nodes' location.  The 
main aspect of proposed model in this paper is that it does 
not require centralized servers to distribute information 
and it also does not depend on different types of network 
connections.  Nodes themselves will exchange contents 
with one another and, therefore requires no specific 
preparation such as contents servers or network 
infrastructure. 
In this paper, we proposed a simple but robust model to 
distribute contents in wireless communication 
environment.  It is called "Content Cruising 
System"(CCS).  CCS is a system which requires nodes to 
collaborate with each other depends on commonly shared 
transmitting algorithm.  
 
 
2. Approach 
 
As opposed to above two approaches, we have been 
studying a structure of the other content propagation 
method in the application layer, using “physical 
movement” of the mobile nodes.  This is not always 
premised on routing on the network which has fixed 
durability.  A content is broadly stored through the chain 
of very accidental and temporary communication 
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performed when mobile nodes move (we define this as 
"Ad-hoc Communication").  The content has chance to be 
forwarded further during physical movement of the node, 
resulting in distant unspecified node to receive contents.  
This is a mechanism similar to rumor, word-of-mouth 
communication in actual societies, so transmitted contents 
are spread disorderly through multi-hop communication.  
However, we assume that it is possible to establish some 
new communication models depending on users' location 
by suppressing such informational flooding to fixed 
geographical areas using each node’s location information 
which is obtained from commonly used devices like GPS.  
If it will be possible to make contents to remain in a 
specific area, the mobile nodes which exist in the specific 
place will transmit these contents to each other.  
Furthermore, because this communication model is 
independent from each node’s network-reachability, the 
node that newly enters into the area will receive the 
remaining content, so the content switching among the 
nodes will be kept in the specific area now and in the 
future.  This will be as well a robust information system 
for guiding people to a destination, or seeking missing 
person in case it does not rely on a specific infrastructure 
in disaster. 
The content transfer model performed on the Internet so 
far is the movement of the content between the nodes 
fixed on the network. Opposed to this model, the content 
transfer model we are proposing is so to speak a “locally 
circularizing model”, because the node itself moves and 
gathers the content which is fixed locally, and leaves 
content to an area to attain the content transfer among 
unspecified nodes.  Although there is no specifications to 
the format of contents in our designing system, we 
assumes small contents such as voice message or pictured 
map to be used as real world applications. 
 
 
3. Related Work 
 
"Geocast"[1] is famous as the method of location based 
communicating on the internet. This method is realized by 
adding geographic information to actual internet protocol.  
On the other hand, many routing protocol are suggested to 
form the Ad-hoc network In MANET [4]. Here, the way 
of location based routing or multicasting a packet to two 
or more nodes which exist in a specified geographic area 
on the Ad-hoc network is examined [5][6].  These may be 
suitable for our system as lower layer protocols in the 
future.   
In a sense, our aim is to develop a kind of distributed 
content storage system in real space.  In the field of 
overlay network, there are various ways of distributed 
storage system [7] [8] [9] [10].  As commonly-observed 
feature, these mechanisms use distributed hash table as a 
file’s name space, and provide distributed data storage 
and a way of searching data effectively.  Although there is 
a difference in that our mechanism will classify the 
weight of contents by their physical location, these 
approaches are suggested in respect of efficient 

decentralization of contents.  Above all, "Freenet”[10] is 
interested in terms of putting emphasis on anonymousness 
and authentication in interaction of content.  We have 
similar requirements on relaying contents in real space. 
 
 
4. System Design 
 
4.1 Overview 
 
Based on the concept described before, we designed a 
mobile peer-to-peer location based content distribution 
model called "Content Cruising System" (CCS), and 
devised a transmitting algorithm based on location 
information when exchanging contents among mobile 
nodes in a real space wireless ad-hoc communication.  
From the view point of delivering contents to unspecified 
number of users close together in the real world, CCS has 
its goal on providing highly robust and simple method.  In 
order to achieve this goal, it utilizes excess computing 
resources as well as excess network resources.  Contents 
are autonomously converged into targeted area and kept 
in that area.  Therefore, CCS will not limit the size of the 
contents and communication method below application 
layer. 
CCS is operated by cooperation of servant application 
which has same function installed on mobile nodes, and 
contents thrown-in circulate through “store and forward 
catenation” within no continuously conformed. 
The Objective of this system is to build a general scheme 
listed below.  
 - Autonomously transferred to specified area. 
   (Geographic information based transmission) 
 - Transferred to people in its place. (Location aware) 
 - Eliminate unnecessary contents based on user's context. 
   (Natural Selection) 
 
 
4.2 Analysis of Communication Environment 
 
We are assuming there are some specific conditions in 
Ad-hoc communication, compared to usual 
communication environment.  Therefore we will model 
the communication environment and settle the conditions 
to perform the content transferring described in the 
foregoing paragraph. 
 
Hardware Requirement 
Our target machines have functional capability shown 
below.  
 

Functional capability Assumed hardware 
communicate with 
neighbor nodes 

IrDA, Bluetooth, Wireless-
LAN etc 

store data HDD,RAM,Silicondisc,etc. 
sense self status GPS, Clock, and other sensors. 
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Functional Requirements 
Each node has the following 4 functions at least. 
 - Receive the content 
 - Transmit the content 
 - Display (or play) the content 
 - Accumulate the contents 
 
Common Conditions 
Assuming ad-hoc communication scenario mentioned 
above, we set common conditions as a prerequisite of 
communication. 
 - The server with a specific function does not exist. 
 - Each node is independent and not controlled mutually. 
 - Autokinetic communication by cell broadcast. 
 - The content sender must not detect the receiver’s  
   situation (location as well). 
 - Limit of each nodes’ memory exists 
 
 
4.3 Requirements 
 
According to the conditions of ad-hoc communication, we 
assume there are no negotiations among the mobile nodes 
for transmitting contents which are once thrown-in. 
Therefore, in order to realize the structure mentioned 
before, it is needed to satisfy some functional requirement. 
The required functions and our solution are described 
below. 
 
Unique Content ID 
To avoid duplication of the contents, unique identifiers 
will be needed for each of contents.  In creating a unique 
identifier, we plan to use hash algorithm such as SHA1 
[11] and MD5 [12] based on the combination of MAC 
addresses and content generation time. 
 
Context Aware & Action 
Because each node is independent, it is impossible to take 
any action without some kind of a trigger.  By configuring 
the trigger as a common requirement among the servants, 
collaboration as a whole will become possible.  As an 
item in common requirement, we define using the each 
node’s context (including their location and time) which 
is acquired by their own sensor as a trigger for each 
node's action (sending, displaying, and accumulating). 
On that basis, the sender adds Meta data to the content 
header called COMPASS (COmmon Message PASsing 
Sheet), which include an expected destination point or 
time in order to share ways of handling the contents in all 
other nodes.  Other nodes compare their own context with 
the COMPASS, and use it as a trigger to decide their 
actions (send information more frequently when near the 
target, play the media at specified time, etc). 
 
Natural selection of Content 
Each nodes is limited storage capacity, a mechanism to 
deselect automatically contents that do not match the 
user’s context is needed.  Therefore, we adopted LRU 
algorithm [13] that data will be eliminated from the 

domain where operating frequency is low when cash is 
full.  Moreover, every each content has its own predefined 
duration. 
 
Weighting Content and Transmitting Algorithm 
To avoid meaningless flooding of contents, the sender 
must define "the condition in case the content become to 
have its highest value" and transfer it to the other nodes.  
As a location based service, "destination point" is the one 
to be applied.  The value of each contents is defined as a 
unit of “Centripetal Force” from the destination point in 
this paper. 
 
 
4.4 Configuration of Transmitting Algorithm 
 
If each of contents has its obvious region to be distributed, 
Centripetal Force should be max value only in specific 
area which is regulated as an absolute shape and 
dimension (Such is shaped as polygon, circular, and 
others). 
However, as covering the entire region as a service area, 
Centripetal Force which is shared by every node should 
be calculated relatively that each content’s Centripetal 
Force may not to be conflicted as possible. 
As mentioned above, every each contents exchanged 
through CCS is assumed to have its special values in 
specific area, therefore Centripetal Force should be lower 
by leaving from the destination point in our system. 
We chose exponential decrease as a formula to calculate 
the Centripetal Force among the other decrease function, 
because our system should not regulate obvious range in 
order to leave the chance to each content to be transmitted 
widely, against the other aim to be remained narrowly. 
Therefore Centripetal Force has been calculated by 
following formula. 
 
F(d) =ae- d 
“e” is exponential, “d” is distance from the destination 
point, “a” is coefficient. 
 
Every each content has this Centripetal Force, and every 
node in CCS do same actions according to this 
Centripetal Force of its location.  In this paper, when the 
distance of a destination point and the present location of 
the mobile node was substituted for the value of  d  into 
exponential function which described above and using 
this reciprocal as the interval time of the next 
transmission time. That is, interval time is configured 
based on the degree relative to the distance from a target 
point, and we tentatively defined coefficient “a” takes 
half the values to the radius (r) from the destination point 
here. 
Since the transmitting algorithm was configured with 
assumption that the degree of the Centripetal Force 
information and receiving odds would be the same, the 
receiving ratio at each point should respectively look like 
the following graph similar to information of the 
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Centripetal Force.  The relation between Centripetal 
Force and Interval times of sending is shown as 
Centripetal Force in the graph shown in figure1. 
 

 
Fig.2 Geographical map of Centripetal Force of 
content 
 
 
4.4 Framework of Servant Application 
 
In the CSS environment, all nodes have the same 
unsophisticated functions performing common behavior.  
The functions of the servant are comprised from the 
following four modules.   
Their relation is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1 Relation of servant modules 
 
Sender Module 
This module sends contents which are stored in the 
Storage module to the neighbor nodes according to the 
direction of Context Manager. Contents are broadcasted 
to all nodes in its radio wave range. 
 
Receiver Module 
This module receives content from the other nodes, and 
put it into Storage module. 
 

Storage Module 
This module stores the received content in FIFO order, 
because more adequate content is received with high ratio 
by transmitting algorithm in CCS.  The content which is 
staying longer than its predefined duration is deleted by 
Context manager’s command. 
Before storing content, storage module compares with the 
Content ID between new content and old on which ever 
collected.  If duplication is detected, it deselects older one. 
 
Context /Status Manager 
This module get information of the condition of node 
(defined as “Context”) at each time from its devised 
sensor (GPS, Clock, etc) continually.  And comparing 
node’s context with COMPASS’s data, Context manager 
calculate the Centripetal Force and prompts each 
modules to function adequately in order that the content is 
made to be distributed and circularized in specific area. 
 
 
5. Experiments by Simulation 
 
We have implemented our designed system as an original 
simulator to realize such model because CCS functions 
with the collaboration of servant that moves around the 
real space.   Since there are many uncertain elements, 
such as user's movement and geographical conditions in 
the real space, we verified to see whether the transmitting 
algorithm correctly reflected in the propagation range 
based on the following conditions in the simulation. 
 
5.1 Environment Setting 
 
We set the simulation environment shown below.  
Many movement patterns would be imagined, however, 
minute differences of movement will not effect on results 
because each nodes has its radio range (here, we set this 
45m as actual value assuming using of 802.11b). So we 
chose simply random walk.  Target radius by which 
exponential function takes half the values is set 100m 
here. 
 
Simulation Environment 
Person movement model Random walk 
Person movement speed  5.4km/h 
Area of stage 1800m x 1575m 
Mobile node’ radio wave range 45m  
Target area’s radius ( R ) 100m 
 
There are many parameter of situation to replicate 
conditions of real world.  We set population and flow rate 
of population as a considerable parameter for transmitting.  
The flow rate of population means how many people 
move into inside and outside this area of stage.  These 
simulation parameters are shown below. 
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Simulation Parameters  
Population 100 ～ 600 people 
Flow rate of population 0% ～ 100% 
 
 
5.2 Experimentation Details 
 
As mentioned above, Centripetal Force of the 
information at a specific point was regulated as the 
interval time of the next transmission time.  The minimum 
value of an interval time is regulated to 100msec in this 
time, and configured them in the following two patterns. 
 - Without Transmitting Algorithm  
    Interval time is always minimum value. 
 - Adopting Transmitting Algorithm 
    Interval time changes relatively by node’s location. 
To calculate it, we set three destination point and three 
content bound by each destination in the space, and get 
the location data where every node get each contents. 
This simulation lasted to 17 hours in the simulation time. 
 
 
5.3 Simulation Results 
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Graph.1  Receiving ratio with no Algorithm 
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Graph.2  Receiving ratio with Transmitting Algorithm 
(Rate of flow is 100%) 

Rate of Flow is Minimum
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Graph.3  Receiving ratio with Transmitting Algorithm 

(Rate of flow is 100%) 
 
These graphs show the rate of contents reception to the 
distance from each destination point. Reception rate is 
described by setting the highest number of contents 
reception in each area as 1, and this graph has taken 
moving average every five meters each.  
Origin (0, 0) is the destination point, X-axis shows the 
distance from the destination point (graphs show in the 
range of 800m from the destination point).  Y-axis shows 
the rate of contents reception. The numbers used for the 
rate of contents reception is calculated by taking the 
average from 3 different destination points. 
Graph 1 shows the result without the use of transmitting 
algorithm. Graph 2 and 3 shows the result with 
transmitting algorithm. Graph 2 has two graphs with 
population parameter set to maximum and minimum, and 
graph 3 has two graphs with flow rate of population 
parameter set to maximum and minimum as well. 
 
 
5.4 Study of the Results 
 
The actual graph can be approximated to the assumed 
graph regardless to population density and fluid ratio. 
Firstly, since our transmitting algorithm was configured 
with assumption that the degree of the Centripetal Force 
and receiving odds would be the same, this assumption is 
correct through this time simulation. 
As contrasted to that the rate of reception is disorderly to 
the distance from the destination in the situation without 
transmitting algorithm, in the case which applied the 
algorithm it turns out that the rate of reception becomes 
higher as a node approaches the destination.  
Looking the rapid decline points are almost same in both 
of two graphs with transmitting algorithm, coefficient “a” 
is said to be worked effectively regardless to population 
density and fluid ratio. 
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6. Summary 
 
The purpose of our research is to realize the contents 
distribution system which is decentralized by in form that 
mobile nodes distributed in various places sharing the 
functions to store and to distribute the contents. 
In this paper, we design the Content Cruising System to 
realize the form of a decentralized content transmitting 
system in real space.  This system brings about the 
mechanism in which contents are transmitted 
autonomously, by adopting simple algorithm in ad-hoc 
communication.  And we proposed the content 
transmission for a specific area as an example of location 
based communication that does not need a specific server 
or a specific infrastructure.  Assumed effectiveness of the 
transmitting algorithm which is applied in CCS is verified 
by the simulation interlocked with assumed movement 
patterns of people in real space.  The results of simulation 
prove our assumption is right together with some actual 
conditions of real space. 
Our system, the values of Centripetal Force can be 
adjusted by configuring the coefficient “a”, we will 
examine the optimal combination to various situations in 
our future experiments.  After this, we will take more 
realistic experiment through installing this mechanism on 
mobile nodes. 
 
 
7. Future Deployment 
 
Though only the information distribution model to many 
and unspecified persons is dealt with in this paper, it is 
also possible to carry out a specific partner and specific 
content switching by the secrecy of a content and a user's 
authentication using Hashed-Key technology [11][12].  
This mechanism would be needed to avoid Denial-of-
Service such as inserting a large number of junk files [10]. 
Moreover, in the present circumstances, although the 
mediator is premised on surely transmitting the content 
which received, like everyday rumor as it is, the contents 
should be weeded out according to a certain demand of 
users for them. 
In addition, we defined informational Centripetal Force 
by transmitting frequency this time, but in case we 
consider about the problem of a transmission bandwidth 
and that of node’s electric power, an efficient resource 
management is required in engineering design.  We 
assume that using of coefficient “a” as thresholds for 
these management will be effective. 
CCS makes various distributing models possible by 
giving transmission rules to a COMPASS.  Besides the 
distributing model treated as an example in this paper, the 
various distributing models with the combination of 
different rules (such as a content distribution using a 
mediation person's or their transportation devices 
characteristic, content distribution using the reservation 
function by time, and so on) should be considered. 
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Daishinose
The values of Centripetal Force remainds to be adjusted by configuring the coefficient "a"in our system, so we will examine the ....かな？一応、結論ではなくサマリーとして「この辺のパラメーターを今後のシミュレーションで試しながら、その後にこのメカニズムをモバイルノードに実装して実験していく」という方向性を書いてみたんだけど合ってるかな？
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Daishinose
帯域や電力消費などのマネジメントには、それらの閾値に対応して"a"を設定する方法などがあるのではないかと考えている。→根拠はないので、漠然と言っておきたい。
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Daishinose
仲介者の嗜好性や移動手段（歩いているのか車に乗っているのか）などを加味して、色々なdistribution caseが考えられる。「移動手段」を付け加えた。




